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For functional products, the interest-of-many-others has a positive-effect on product choice and a negative-effect on regret. However

for self-expressive products, the reverse occurs. Five studies explore underlying cause of these effects and detail boundary-conditions

inclusive of outside product information, brand status and others’ personal characteristics.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Studies have documented consumers’ everyday purchase-be-

havior as being influenced by the interest of others. Directionally 
mixed findings exist on the effect of others on one’s purchase be-
havior. On the one hand, ample evidence suggests the interest of 
others has a positive influence on product evaluations. Conversely, 
under certain conditions, research has shown the interest of others 
diminishes product sales, consistent with what Hellofs and Jacobson 
(1999) have termed a “loss of exclusivity.” Here consumers report-
edly feel worse about the product and possibly about themselves 
through loss of image when the brand they are using expands to the 
interest of the general populace.

The current research aims to shed light on these seemingly con-
flicting effects of others on product interest, by considering whether 
the product is categorized as functional (i.e., when its evaluation is 
based on performance) or self-expressive (i.e., when its evaluation is 
based on the extent to which it reflects one’s personal tastes). Spe-
cifically, we suggest the interest of others increases attitudinal posi-
tive responses for functional products but negatively affects these 
same variables for self-expressive products, while decision regret is 
reduced for the former products and increased for the latter. Regret 
represents the unfavorable but important consequences of decisions, 
and studies have found it has a significant impact on consumer be-
havior. We hypothesize: 

Hypothesis 1: Evaluation of a functional product increases and 
regret decreases under the condition of many 
versus few interested others. 

Hypothesis 2: Evaluation of a self-expressive product decreas-
es and regret increases under the condition of 
many versus few interested others.

Additionally, we examine a possible underlying process, via 
perceived product-quality, which is derived from both the interest 
of others and product type. The effect of others on product quality 
evaluations and purchase intention has strong foundations in past 
research. 

Finally, we offer boundary conditions for the proposed effect 
of others. We postulate that the effect should be attenuated when the 
brand is known by its quality reputation (e.g., Rolex) or when a clear 
explicit indication about product quality is available (e.g., via Con-
sumer Reports), or in the case of interested others with favorable 
characteristics. We hypothesize: 

Hypothesis 3: In the presence of an additional trusted external 
quality signal, product-type will not moderate 
the effect of others.

Hypothesis 4: The interest of many others will increase rather 
than decrease evaluations of a self-expressive 
product when these others are desirable by na-
ture.

Five studies were carried out to confirm our expectations. The 
first study explored in the context of online auctions the impact of 
product type and the interest of others on actual purchases. Its find-
ings confirm the dual effect of others on actual purchases. Specifi-
cally, when we offered a self-expressive (functional) keychain, par-
ticipants were willing to bid higher (lower) when few rather than 
many-others had already purchased the product. 

The second study further shows that perceived-quality evalu-
ation mediated the interactive effect of others and product-type on 
purchase-intention. Thus, when one is purchasing a functional (self-
expressive) product, the interest of many-others increases (decreas-
es) perceived quality evaluation and consequently the bid placed. 

The third study replicates and extends the prior studies, with two 
major differences: (a) we included a condition in which product qual-
ity is explicitly presented through Consumer Reports’ ratings, and (b) 
we conducted the study outside the context of online auctions. The 
findings of the third study when Consumer Reports information was 
absent, replicated the results of studies 1 and 2. However, the effect 
of others was attenuated in the presence of Consumer Reports rec-
ommendations. In the latter case, buyers relied more strongly on the 
recommendations than on the number of others as a quality signal, 
and therefore ratings did not differ as a function of the number of 
others for either product. 

The fourth study highlights another possible boundary condi-
tion for the effect of others, based on the degree of brand prestige. We 
assume prestige brands, such as Gucci, are known by their quality. 
Therefore, the presence of a prestige brand name is likely to play a 
similar role as the presence of an explicit quality signal. This study 
focuses only on self-expressive products, wristwatches, which by 
their nature are visible to others and make a statement about one’s 
tastes and characteristics. The findings of the fourth study show that 
consumers trust the brand name as a reliable indicator of product 
quality and do not need to search elsewhere for quality confirmation 
information.

In study 5, we demonstrate that the interest of many others in a 
product may be attenuated as a function of the social characteristics 
of these other bidders. Essentially we show that the unfavorable ef-
fect of interested others on a self-expressive product can be reversed 
when those interested in the product have positively perceived char-
acteristics. Specifically, when the bidder views the interested others 
favorably, the interest of these desirable others may increase rather 
than decrease the subjective product value. 

The differential effect of others has significant managerial im-
plications. For example, a functional product, which is not yet popu-
lar, such as a new, recently launched product, should be positioned in 
self-expressive terms, if possible, to increase its appeal. Alternatively, 
when the same product becomes popular and many others express 
interest in it, describing it in functional terms would be better; thus the 
number of interested others would strengthen its perceived quality. 
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